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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the differential equation 
(u(t) %‘)I 4 q(t)“f(gg(x’) = r(t) (1) 
where n, y, Y : [to , co) + R, f, g : R + R, a(t) > 0, q(t) > 0, g(i) > 0, and 
a, q, r, f, and g are continuous. Equations of this type have been studied .by 
many authors and an excellent survey of known results can be found in 
Ref. [16]. More recent contributions include Refs. (l-8, 10-14, IS]. Tne 
approach we take in studying the asymptotic behavior of solutions of Eq. (1) 
is new. By examining the quotient r(t)/q(t) as t + 03 we are able to obtain 
boundedness and other behavioral results without requiring that the forcing 
term, Y(Z), be “small” in some sense. In fact, our results will allow r(t) to 
become unbounded as t - co. This is a significant departure from previous 
studies of Eq. (1). I n addition, we will be able to relax some of the conditions 
that other authors place on the functions in Eq. (1 j- Finally, in our discussion 
of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of Eq. (l), we will include a class of 
solutions, the Z-type sol.utions (see Section 3 for the definition), not con- 
sidered previously. 
First, we begin with some new continuability and boundedness results. 
2. CONTINUABILITY AND B~UNDEDNE~~ 
We will write Eq. (1) as the system 
x’ = y, 
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Let q’(t)+ = max(q’(t), O> and q’(t)- = maxi-q’(t), 0} so that we have 
q’(t) = q’(t)+ - q’(t)- . A similar decomposition holds for a(t). Define 
and 
b(t) = exp (- ltt [a’(s)-/a(s)] ds). 
0 
Assume that there exist nonnegative constants nz and n such that 
I Y lb(~) G ?TZ + ~G(Y). (3) 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (3) holds, a’(t) > 0, F(x) is bounded from below, 
and G(y) + co us 1 y 1 -+ co. Then all solutions of (2) can be a’ejined for all 
t > t, . 
Proof. Suppose there is a solution (x(t), y(t)) of (2) and T > to such 
that lim,,,- [I r(t)/ + 1 y(t)]] = + co. There exists K > 0 such thatF(x) > -K 
for all X. Define V(X, y, t) = p(t)[(F(x) + K)/a(t) + G(y)/q(t)]. Then 
V’ = p(t)(-(F(4 + J+‘(t)ia”(t> + f(x>x’/a(t> - G(y)p’(t)l&) + 
yy’/cdyMt) - VW + WW-MW) - G(Y)~‘W-/~‘(OI d 
P(%-G(YM~) + ~(WCI~W +#y/g(y) ~(4 4> G ~(4 ~Ws(r) dt) 4). 
Integrating, we obtain 
JW G WI) + jtI [P(s) ds) y(MA4 dsl4s>l ds. 
By (3) and the fact that p(t) G(y(t))/q(t) < V(t), we have 
On [to , T],p(t)/q(t) is bounded so we have 
PM IYW/dY(~N s(t) G G + 71 s * IP(S> I r(s)1 I Y(S)l/dY(SH P(S) 441 ds to 
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for some Kr > 0, and an allocation of Gronwall’s ~ne~u~l~t~ yields 
Hence 
Thus p(t> ~(~~~)~~~~~~ < Ks on [& , T) and so ~(y(~~~ is bounded on [&, , Tf. 
This imphes that y(t) ::= x’(t) is bounded on [t, , T), and an integration yields 
that x(t) is also bounded on [to, T) contradicting the assumption that 
(x(t), y(t)) was a solution of (2) with finite escape time. 
The requirement that a’(t) >, 0 in Theorem 1 can be dropped by 
replacing (3) with a stronger condition. We then obtain the following extension 
of a result of Burton and Grimmer [2]. 
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Now the last integral is bounded on [t,, , T], so 
WPN G(Y(W~~ G Kl exp ( VW O)l + I Wll/4~>~ & 
for some KI > 0. Hence G(y(t)) is bounded on [t,, , T) and the remainder of 
the proof follows as in the previous theorem. 
Remark. In the preceding continuability theorems as well as in the 
following boundedness results we have not required, as do most authors, the 
condition xf(~) > 0 if x # 0, or even that F(x) 3 0. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose Eq. (3) holds, a’(t) > 0, F(x) + co as 1 x 1 -+ 03, 
s”, jr(s)/ ds < co, a(t) is bounded, and 
s O” k’Wdsl1 h ( ~0. (5) to 
Then all solutions of Eq. (1) are bounded. 
Proof. Since’F(.lc) + co as 1 x I+ 03, F(w) is bounded from below, say 
F(X) > --K for some K > 0. Defining V as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
differentiating and integrating we obtain 
PM I YwgwN 4(t) G rapWhP) + nvGl> 
+ n jt: CPN f-(s) y(sYdY(4) 4(s) 441 A. 
Now p(t) < 1 and (5) b ounds q(t) away from zero so mnp(t)/q(t) + 
nV(t,) ,< Kr . Then by Gronwall’s inequality 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that V(t) is bounded sop(t)F(x(t))/a(t) 
is bounded and hence x(t) is bounded. 
COROLLARY 4. If, in addition to the hypotheses of the Theorem, we 
have q(t) bounded from above and G(y) --f co as 1 y j -+ co, then all solutions 
of system (2) are bounded. 
Proof. Since V(t) is bounded, p(t) G(y(t))/q(t) is bounded, and the 
conclusion follows. 
Corollary 4 extends Corollary 4 in Ref. [3] and Theorem 6 in Ref. [2]. 
Remark. If, in Theorem 1 or 3, r(t) = 0, then condition (3) can be 
dropped. 
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Our next boundedness result is patterened after Theorem 2. It also extends 
the above mentioned results in Refs. [2] and [3]. 
THEOREM 5. Let Conditio?Zs (4) and (5) hold, i+) -+ CO LZS [ X / --+ 00, 
s m 1 r(s)] ds < 03, to 
and 
jm [a’(s)&(s)] ds < cc) and a(t) < a4 . (6) 
%l 
Then alj solutions of Eq. (1) are bounded. 
Proof. Define V as in the proof of Theorem 2. Then 
If I y I d 1, then 1 y I/g(y) B B for some B > 0, so I y My) < R i y%(y) 
for all y. Thus integrating V’ we obtain 
+ B ( [I Win(s) 441 dsa 
Notice that the second integral above is bounded for all t > t, . Now 
yt/g(y) < D for 1 y j < k so by (4) we have 
+ M 1” (b(s) P(s) b’(s)-/a(s) + I r(sjli441 y2(sj!g(y(s)j q(s)) ds, ” to 
and an application of Gronwall’s inequality yields 
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Hence 
so V(t) is bounded. By (5) and (6) we have that F(x(t)) is bounded and 
thus x(t) is bounded. 
COROLLARY 6. If, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 5, we have 
q(t) bounded and G(J) J + 03 as / y I-> co, then all solutions of (2) are 
bounded. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC B~H,4vro~ 
In this section we discuss the asymptotic behavior of solutions of Eq. (1). 
Several of our results are obtained by using the quotient H(t) = r(t)/q(t). 
Other authors, for example, Chang [3], Lalli [9], Wong [15], and Zarghamee 
and Mehri [17], have utilized the quotient a(t)/p(t). The present authors [5, 61 
obtained some results for a less general equation in case H(t) is monotonic. 
The previous section contained sufficient conditions for solutions of 
Eq. (1) to be continuable. Without further mention, we note that the results 
in this section pertain only to the continuable solutions of Eq. (1). Obviously, 
by combining results in this section with Theorems 1 or 2, this provision 
would not be necessary. The following classification of solutions will be used. 
DEFINITION. A solution x(t) of Eq. (1) will be called nonoscillatory if 
there exists tr > to such that x(t) + 0 for t 3 t, ; the solution will be called 
oscillatory if for any given tI > t, there exist t, and t, satisfying tr < t, < ta , 
x(t,) > 0, and x(ta) < 0; and it will be called a Z-type solution if it has 
arbitrarily large zeros but is ultimately nonnegative or nonpositive. 
The following conditions will often be required: 
s 
cc 
4(s) 6% = a, t, 
xi(x) >OifxfO, 
f’(x) 3 0 for all X, 
g(d) 3 c > 0, 
s 
OcI [l/a(s)] ds = CO. 
to 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
THEOREM 7. Suppose a(t) > a, > 0, q(t) > ql > 0, Jt Y(S) ds is bounded, 
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and conditions (8)-(11) hold. If x(t) is a nonoscillatovy or Z-type solutim of 
Eq. (l), then lim,,, x(t) = 0. 
Proof. We will write Eq. (1) as the system 
x’ = (y + ItI +j ~s)/4$ Y’ = -#If (4&‘). (3’ 
Let r(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (l), say x(t) > 0 for t > t, 2 t, . 
Suppose lim inf,,, x(t) # 0. Then there exists t, > t, such that x(t) is 
bounded from below for t 3 t, . This, together with (9), implies that 
f(x(t)) 3 A > 0 for t > t, . Thus 
u(t) - Y(G = - j-1 c&jf(~(~))g(~‘(s)j ds < ---CA j-y y(s) ds -+ -m 
2 2 
as t -+ cc. We then have 
x’(t) = (y(t) + 111 T(s) dr)/a(t) < - llalt) 
for t > t, , for some ts > t, . Integrating, we obtain that 
x(t) < x(h) - s t [l/a(s)] cls 3 - 02 t3 
as f + co, contradicting the fact that x(t) > 0 for t > tl . 
Next, we have y’(t) = -y(t) f (x(t)) g@‘(t)) < 0 so y(t) is bounded from 
above and thus x’(t) < B/a, for some B > 0. If lim ~up~+~ x(t) = D > 0, 
then there exist secpuences (wJ and {sn> with w, < s, < w,+~ , x(w,) = D/3, 
x(sn) = 2013, and D/3 < x(t) < 2013 for w, < t < s, . Since p’(t) < B/a, ) 
D/3 = x(s,J - x(w,) = 1’” x’(s) ds 
%I 
B s 
sn (B/a,) ds = B(s, - w,j/al , 
*n 
so s, - w, > a,D/3B. Choose K > 0 such that f(x(t)) > K for x(t) > D/3. 
Then 
s co cz(s) f (4)) &W) as > f &z,c@/3~ % ?I=1 
which is a contradiction since, as we see from the first part of the proof, the 
integral on the left must converge. 
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If a(t) is a nonnegative Z-type solution, then lim inft+, x(t) = 0, and the 
preceding argument shows that lim SUP~+~ z(t) is also zero. The proof in 
case x(t) & 0 is similar. 
It would be desirable to drop the conditions that q(t) and a(t) be bounded 
away from zero (see Refs. [7] and [S]). By placing a stronger condition on 
r(t) not only are we able to do this, but we also include the Z-type solutions 
which was not done in Refs. [7] or [8]. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose conditions (7)-(11) hold and 
If x(t) is a nonosciZlatory or Z-type solution of Eq. (l), then lim,,, x(t) = 0. 
Proof. If x(t) is a nonoscillatory or Z-type solution of Eq. (l), then x(t) is 
either nonnegative or nonpositive for t > t, > to. From the first half of the 
proof of Theorem 7, it is clear that our hypotheses here imply that 
lim_$f 1 x(t)1 = 0. 
Hence, if x(t) is eventually monotonic, the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
We assume, then, that x(t) is not eventually monotonic and that x(t) > 0 for 
t > t, . An argument similar to the following one will hold in case x(t) is 
nonpositive for t > tr . 
If the theorem does not hold, then there exists A > 0 such that for any 
t, > t, there exists t, > t2 with x(t,) > A. Choose t2 > t, so that 
fin (SW Ms>l ds) I +>I dw < A/Z 
t, t2 
and choose t, > t2 such that x’(tJ = 0 and x(ts) > A. From Eq. (1) we have 
x’(t) = (W>> ( [+) - ds>fW) d+ll ds. 
Integrating again and then by parts we obtain 
= 6) -1 (s’ lW4s>l ds) St P(s) - ds)fWN &Wll ds Q Q 
+ s,t (s,” Pl4dl ds) iMd.fI~W) &‘W) - WI dw. 3 
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Now if t, > t, is any zero of x’(t), then we can use our above expression for 
r’(t) to obtain that the first integral on the right hand side vanishes and thus 
Nence x(t) is bounded below by A/2 at every zero of x’(t) for t >, t, . Since 
x(t) is not ultimately monotonic, it foilows that x(t) is bounded below by A/2 
for t 3 t3 contradicting the fact that lim inf,,, x(t) = 0. 
Next we prove two lemmas which are somewhat interesting in their own 
right. They will be used in the remainder of this paper. 
LEMMA 9. If r(t) = 0 and conditions (7k( 11) hold, then all solutiom of (I) 
are oscillatory or Z-type. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma if false. Then there is a solution x(t) of Eq. (1) 
and t, 3 t, such that x(t) f; 0 for t >, t, . From Eq. (1) we have 
and integrating, this becomes 
- jt; ds) g(W) ds = jtI 644 f’W)> W)l’/f WN ds 
t- a(t) 4t)lf MtN - 4td ~‘kYfW&. 
Conditions (7) and (10) imply that the integral on the left approaches + 00 as 
t -+ co, and (9) implies that the integral on the right is nonnegative. Hence 
a(t) x’(tj/f(x(t)) -+ --co as t -+ cc). If x(t) > 0 for t >, t, , then there exists 
t, > tl such that u(t) x’(t) < 0 for t > t, . Also, from (1) we have (u(t) x’ftjj’ 
= -q(tj f(x(t)) &c’(t)) < 0 for t 3 t, , so u(t) x’(t) - a(tz) x’(tzj < 0 for 
t 3 t, . Thus x(t) < x(tJ + a(tJ x’(tJ J? [l/a(s)] ds + - 00 as t --+ co 
yielding a contradiction to x(t) > 0 for t > t, . A similar proof holds if 
x(t) < 0 for t 3 t, . 
Remark. Wong [ 171 proved Lemma 9 for the case a(t) G 1 without 
requiring condition (10). 
LEMMA 10. If (7)-(11) hold, Km,,, II(t) = 0, and x(t) is a nonoscillatory 
so&ion of Eq. (l), then lim ix-&,, [ x(t)1 = 0. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1); then x(t) f 0 for 
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t > tl > to , say x(t) > 0 for t > tl . First observe that x(t) is also a non- 
oscillatory solution of 
Mt) W>’ + h(t) - a!fMtN &‘(t))lfwN &‘W> = 0 
on [tl , 00). If there exists A > 0 such that x(t) >, A for t > t, , then 
f(x(t)) >f(A) > 0 for t > tn . Thus since lim,, H(t) = 0, there exists 
tz > tl such that H(t)/f(x(t)) g(x’(t)) < 4 for t > t, . This implies that 
= It; q(s) [I - W/SW &WI ds 3 UP) j,I n@> h 2 
so 
J- 1; MS) - wf(x@)) &WI 05 = m 
and by Lemma 9 we would have that x(t) is oscillatory. A similar argument 
holds if x(t) < 0 for t > t1 . 
Remark. Lemma 10 partially answers a question raised by Kartsatos [12] 
for nth order equations. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose conditiow (5)-(6) and (@-(lo) hold, 
;& WI = 0, Jrn [I Wld~)l ds -=c ~0 t 
and there is a positive constant N such that 
y”/g( y) < N for ally. (12) 
Then all solutions of Eq. (1) are bounded. Also, ;f x(t) is a nonoscillatory or 
Z-type solution of Eq. (l), then Km,, x(t) = 0. 
Proof. Let J/(x, y, t) = b(t)p(t)[F(x)/a(t) + G(y)/q(t)]; then 
v d 4) p(W”4-/.dr) q(t) a@> +r(t) y/g(y) q(t) 4t)l. 
Conditions (5) and (6) imply that p(t) > p, > 0, q(t) > ql > 0, b(t) > b, > 0 
and a(t) > a, > 0. Thus for any t1 > to an integration of Y’ yields 
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Now (12) implies that j y [/g(u) < IV, for some Nr > 0. Hence 
Thus F@(t)) is bounded for t >, t, and since (8) and (9) imply that 
F(r) + 00 as j x I-+ 03, we have that x(t) is bounded. 
If x(t) is a nonoscillatory or Z-type solution of Eq. (l), then 
lim inf,,, 1 x(t)\ = 0 by L emma 10. If x(t) is ultimately monotonic, then 
Gm,,, x(t) = 0. If x(t) is not ultimately monotonic and E > 0 is given, 
choose t, > t, such that 
and 
ThenF(x(t)) < E for t > t, which implies that lim,,, x(t) = 0. 
Remark. In Theorem 11, as well as in the following two theorems, the 
requirement that H(t) + 0 as t - 00 is not needed to obtain boundedness of 
solutions. In this regard, condition (10) is needed in Theorem 13 but not in 
Theorem 11 or 12. Also, conditions (8) and (9) can be replaced by asking 
instead that F(n) --+ co as 1 x I+ co. 
In the next theorem we relax condition (12) on g( y) by imposing a stronger 
condition on a(t). 
THEOREM 12. Assume that conditions (5) and @-(IO) hold, 
and there exists L > 0 szcch that 
I Y I/&9 <L for d Y. (13) 
Then all solutions of Eq. (1) are bounded, and ;f x(t) is a nonoscillatory or 
Z-type solution of Eq. (l), we have lim,,, x(t) = 0. 
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Proof. Define I+, y, t) = p(t)[F(x)/u(t) + G(y)/q(t)]; then 
V’ <p(t) m Y/g(Y) P(f) 4Q 
NOW a(t) 2 al > 0 since a’(t) 3 0, so 
for t > tr > to . As in the proof of the previous theorem, it follows that x(t) 
is bounded. If x(t) is a nonoscillatory or Z-type solution, then 
lim+inf [x(t)/ = 0. 
For a given E > 0 choose t1 > t, so that y(ti) = 0, F@(Q) < %p,E/2a, , and 
From this we again have Em,,, x(t) = 0. 
By imposing a stronger condition on H(t) we can relax the conditions on 
a(t) and g(y) in Theorem 12. 
THEOREM 13. Suppose conditions (4)-(6) and (8)-( 10) hold, 
and 
!+e H(t) = 0, 
s m [I wk7(w’21 ds -=c a-to 
Then all solutions of Eq. (1) are bounded. In. addition, if x(t) is a nonosciZZatory 
or Z-type solution of Eq. (I), then lim,,, x(t) = 0. 
Proof. Defining V as in the proof of Theorem 11 and differentiating and 
integrating we have 
d V(t,) + f @(s)p(s) L’Y”(s> a’(s): + I r(s)1 I y(s)ll/gW)) q(s) a(s)} h 
6 
for t > tl > to. If 1 y //(q(t))1/2 2 1, then 1 y I/(q(t))l” < y2/q(t) + 1, and 
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< K2 exp (fif jt[u’(s)-/+) + I +)l/&(Wpl dJ) < K3 -=c 03 
t1 
for all t > tl > t,, . From this we immediately obtain that V(t) is bounded 
and the remainder of the proof proceeds as before. 
At this point we might ask whether or not we could replace (5) by 
and obtain additional results. This condition bounds q(t) from above and so 
asking that 
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imphes that 
s c0 1T(S)/ ds< co. to 
It turns out that even if we replace (5) in this manner, we would still need 
to bound q(t) from below. Thus any results on the nonoscillatory or Z-type 
solutions of Eq. (1) that are obtainable in this manner would already be 
contained in Theorem 7. 
We conclude this paper with two theorems on the behavior of the oscilla- 
tory solutions of Eq. (1). By combining these theorems with the preceding 
ones we could obtain results which would guarantee that all solutions of 
Eq. (1) tend to zero as t --f co. We leave the formulation of such results to 
the reader. 
THEOREM 14. Suppose conditions (5), (S), and (13) hold, 
and 
s ,“, [s/g(s)] ds < CO. 
ITf x(t) is an oscillatory or Z-type solution of Eq. (l), then lim,,, x(t) = 0. 
Proof. Let x(t) be an oscillatory or Z-type solution of Eq. (1) and let 
E > 0 be given. Choose ti > t, such that x(t,) = 0, G(y)/q(t) <pl~/2a, for 
t > tl , and 
Then defining V as in the proof of Theorem 12, differentiating, and integra- 
ting, we have 
Pwww4t) G WJ + w4 jt; El w/9(41 ds 
The conclusion of the theorem follows immediately. 
for t > tl . 
THEOREM 15. Assume that conditions (5)-(6), (8) and (12) hold, 
F+z q(t) = 03, jm [I r(s)[!q(s)] ds < co, 
to 
and JO*m [s/g(s)] ds < co. 
If x(t) is an oscillatory OY Z-type solution of Ep. (l), then lim,, x(t) = 0. 
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proof. From the proof of Theorem 11 we have 
W(t)) < d’W3)/&~1 + ~~Y(W~Y-I(~I) 
Since 
G(y) < K for all y. If x(t) is an oscillatory or Z-type solution of Eq. (1) and 
E > 0 is given, choose tr > t,-, so that x(tJ = 0, a,K/&,prqft) < c/3 for 
t > rr and appropriate conditions on the above integrals are satisfied. 
Remark. Notice that the conditions imposed on g(y) in Theorems 14 and 
15 cannot be relaxed since the equation 
5” + 4t2x = 4 + 6/t” + 2 cos i? 
has the oscillatoq7 solution x(t) = sin t2 + l/t”, t > i, and this solution does 
not converge to 2ero as t 3 00. Here g(x’) = 1. 
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